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 → Objectives

 Python code for Blender→

 ALICE Open Data→

 Animation display→

Summary
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➢ Generate HEP animations
 outreach and education →

Objectives

➢ List of particles kinematics  trajectories →
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The code

 → Object-oriented

 → 3D Modeling software
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The code

 → Object-oriented

 → 3D Modeling software

 → Detector geometries

 Particle representation→

 Different cameras→
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The animationDriver base class

 → Sets video details:
 → duration, FPS, output path, resolution
 simulated time→
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The animationDriver base class

 → Sets video details:

 → Derived class dataDriver:

 → duration, FPS, output path, resolution
 simulated time→

 → reads relevant physics data
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The animationDriver base class

 → Sets video details:

 → Derived class dataDriver:

 → duration, FPS, output path, resolution
 simulated time→

 → reads relevant physics data

Initial x,y,z (m)         mass   charge
                          (GeV/c²) 
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The animationDriver base class

 → Sets video details:

 → Derived class dataDriver:

 → duration, FPS, output path, resolution
 simulated time→

 → reads relevant physics data

Initial x,y,z (m)          mass   
                          (GeV/c²) 
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The animationDriver base class

 → Sets video details:

 → Derived class dataDriver:

 → duration, FPS, output path, resolution
 simulated time→

 → reads relevant physics data

Initial x,y,z (m)          mass   charge
                          (GeV/c²) 
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The animationDriver base class

 → Sets video details:

 → Derived class dataDriver:

 → duration, FPS, output path, resolution
 simulated time→

 → reads relevant physics data

Initial x,y,z (m)          mass   charge    Initial px, py, pz

                          (GeV/c²)              (GeV/c)
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The particle base class

 → Stores basic information of particles

 → position, charge, mass
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The particle base class

 → Stores basic information of particles

 → position, charge, mass

 → Defines its type

 → electron, pion, muon, proton, kaon
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The particle base class

 → Stores basic information of particles

 → position, charge, mass

 → Defines its type

 → electron, pion, muon, proton, kaon

 → Derived class ParticlePropagator:

 → helix track propagation
 near center of ALICE detector→
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 → A Large Ion Collider Experiment

 Quark-gluon plasma→

ALICE detector
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ALICE geometry
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CERN Open Data
Portal 

Getting the data
Filter events
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Getting the data

CERN Open Data
Portal 

Select sample
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Getting the data

CERN Open Data
Portal 

Choose ESD file
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Processing ALICE data

Data as text

ALIROOT

Macros
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Workflow

ResultsEvents data

workflow_sketch.sh

Media

 → Custom use options
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Running Examples

 → Minimum Average Pz (z-momentum)
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Room for improvement

 → Secondary vertexing and decays

 Pythia and Hijing generators→

 Animate events from different experiments→
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How can you use it?

 → Search for existing animations
 https://animalicedata.github.io/sampleanimations/→

 Modify software to match your needs→
 GNU General Public License→
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How can you use it?

 → Animate your own selected events

 Search for existing animations→
 https://animalicedata.github.io/sampleanimations/→

 Modify software to match your needs→
 GNU General Public License→
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